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Understanding the impact of Zero Day attacks
On any given day, nation-states and criminal hackers have access to an entire
arsenal of zero day vulnerabilities — undocumented and unpatched software
flaws that can be used to silently slip past most organisations’ digital
defences.
It’s no secret, nor has it been for quite some time, that most national governments
and criminal organisations have a full inventory of zero day attacks at their disposal.

Attackers will be on a site for an average of
101 days before being detected.*
This means that powerful entities can readily access your systems without your
approval, and without leaving a trail. But even if they are somehow discovered, the
hackers can just move on to the next zero day attack. They’re expensive, but they’re
also plentiful.
Besides, by the time they’ve been detected, the intruders will likely already have
everything they need, whether it’s intellectual property, credit card data, healthcare
records, and/or any other sensitive information you’re trying to protect.

*FireEye M Trends 2018

The Goal of the Zero Day Attack
So, if it’s understood that zero day attacks are ubiquitous, and your organisation is
likely to be an eventual target, the question becomes: once a zero day attack is
executed, what happens next?
The first thing the attackers do is look for ways to expand their access, usually by
installing remote access kits, key loggers and rootkits. Their goal is to extract
credentials in order to achieve lateral motion throughout the network.
To accomplish this, the hackers search for encryption keys, passwords, certificates,
Kerberos tickets, and the hashes of privileged accounts that can be found on
compromised machines. Often the attackers will quietly monitor and record activity
on the systems and then use the information to expand their control of the IT
environment.

It is called the “land and expand” cyber-attack for a reason and the
entire activity can be completed in only 15 minutes.
However, that’s just the attack phase. The intruders will nest on the network for a
much longer period of time. According to many leading analysts, zero day
exploits persist for an average of 101 days* before being discovered; obviously,
more than enough time to map the network and extract valuable data at will.

*FireEye M Trends 2018

Prevention is Not an Option - Early Detection is Critical
In 2018, 38%* of organisations learned of a breach from
an outside entity, an increase on the previous year.
The world is increasingly interconnected. Business and financial institutions continue
to adopt web-based systems and with data migrating to mobile technology
platforms, making the risks of cybercrime become ever more real.
The number of Threat Actors has never been greater. Criminals remain determined to
pursue financial gain through Fraud and Identity Theft. The combination of
“Hactivists'”
intent
on
defacing
web
servers,
competitors
stealing
Intellectual Property, together with complex Government and industry regulations,
the challenge to protect your critical assets from attack can seem overwhelming.
Many organisations employ a layered method to security, implementing a variety of
best of breed security solutions, reducing reliance on any one specific vendor or
platform. However, this heterogeneous approach poses a problem; there is no
inherent way of normalising, correlating and analysing security events across all
technologies. Log management, event monitoring, and security information
and event management (SIEM) solutions help defend against attacks by aggregating
data, but without contextual information providing real-time threat analytics,
your security team lacks the intelligence it needs for breach prevention.

*FireEye M Trends 2018

ZeroDayLab Next Generation SOC Services
ZeroDayLab provides the next level of intelligence that MSSPs cannot provide. Whether
you currently maintain your critical IT assets within a SOC (Security Operations Centre
or are planning to transition to one, our Next Generation SOC Services are designed to
enable or augment your current technology to help defend against today’s malicious
Threat Actors.
Where an organisation is subject to complex legal and compliance regulations, or
needs to gain greater visibility of the vast quantities of data generated, our Next
Generation SOC helps protect infrastructure, gain deeper analysis and ensure
compliance.
ZeroDayLab’s tailored approach to SOC enablement allows you to pick and choose
security services best aligned to your current security posture, whilst remaining agile
within a dynamic threat landscape. Cost-effective, efficient on-boarding enables
you to move seamlessly from a simple, yet robust monitoring system to a full-blown
Cyber Security solution used by Government agencies, public sector departments and
commercial companies worldwide.
360 degree Threat Intelligence from ZeroDayLab will provide you with the most up-todate defence against today's and tomorrow’s threat actors whilst providing you with
the up-to-date cyber-intelligence to make strategic business decisions to protect
your valued assets and reputation.

Why Use ZeroDayLab?
Our depth and breadth of experience enables us
to deliver high quality assignments that both
identify all areas of your IT Security posture,
also
providing
appropriate
whilst
remediation
and recommendations
that
your
overall security strategy on
tighten
time and in budget with consistent quality and
return on your investment.
At ZeroDayLab, every day is spent helping make
our client’s infrastructure and applications
more
secure
through
the
intelligent
combination of highly trained consultants and
services
combined
with
leading
edge,
complementary security technologies that drive
Continuous Security Improvement.

We maximise ROI by delivering value for
money services and solutions of the highest and
consistent quality.
ZeroDayLab has a strong set of testimonials across
a broad range of industries and sectors. If you
are as passionate as we are about Total Security
Management, then our team of highly skilled and
experienced Security Consultants will be happy
to discuss your requirements in more depth and
define an appropriate IT security strategy suitable
for all of your business needs.
Our experienced management team consistently
delivers timely and accurate IT consulting
services for our clients and retain trusted
advisor status.

Our Services
Vulnerability Assessment of Desktop, Servers
and Infrastructure
Penetration Testing of all Internal/External
Web Applications and Infrastructure
Broad Security Review (Architecture and
Infrastructure)
Source Code Reviews
Firewall Audits
Desktop and Server Build Reviews
Blockchain Application Security Audits
Digital Forensic Analysis
Security Awareness Programmes
Security Training for Developers - Secure
Coding School, CBT, Online Assessment
Pre-Breach Incident Response & Runbook
Training
Phishing Resilience Programmes

Bespoke Senior Executive Security Training Red
Team Testing
PCI DSS Remediation Support
Gap Analysis to ISO, PCI DSS, SSAE16(18), GDPR
360° Reviews (Cyber Risk Assessment)
Virtual Data Protection Officer
Virtual Information Security Manager
ISO/NIST/EU GDPR Standards Alignment
Internal Audits
SERM - Supplier Evaluation Risk Management
Cyber Threat Intelligence - Deep & Dark Web
Protective Monitoring (Managed SOC) Security
Risk Training for Agile Developers
ZeroDayResponse - Incident Response Review &
Digital Forensics Training

Our team looks forward to sharing our vision with you and helping you to defend
against the malicious attacks that come from both inside and outside of your
environment.
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